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M V Capture-Video Stream Recorder 

 

MV Capture is Multi channel Video Stream recorder software which can be manually controlled or automated with fixed 
time duration. It helps in recording IP video streams as and when you want and resolutions and bit rates as per your 
requirement. The software also allows you to change the colour parameters as per your requirement. Multiformat video 
and audio are also supported. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Features 
 

 Multiple video streams supported like UDP, RTMP, HLS and SRT 

 Support for CVBS, HDMI and SDI baseband video with BMD Decklink cards 

 Simultaneous recording of multiple streams  ( upto 50 based on hardware capacity ) 

 SPTS and MPTS UDP input support 

 Records in .avi, .mp4, .mov, mxf and .mkv formats 

 Manual and automated recording based on clip duration 

 Customizable resolution or presets of 352X288, 720X576, 1280X720, 1920X1080 

 Colour management Brightness, Gamma, Contrast, Saturation and Chroma levels ( RGB ),  

 User selectable bitrates 

 B Frame and GOP settings 

 Logo insertion with alpha level settings while recording  

 Time stamp insertion with alpha level settings while recording 

 ID Text insertion with alpha level settings 

 AVC H.264, HEVC H.265 and MPEG2 codec support 
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 Interlaced or non interlaced recording support 

 Selectable colour sampling 4:2:0, 4:2:2 or 4:4:4 ( depends on input video ) 

 Selectable colour levels 8 bit, 10 bit, 12 bit or 16 bit ( depends on input video ) 

 User selectable frame rates 

 Aspect ratio selection 

 Audio setting - AAC/ MP4, PCM and MP2 or bypass to incoming codec 

 Stereo and Mono audio channel settings 

 Audio birates 24kbps, 32 kbps, 64kbps or 128 kbps or user selectable 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

System Requirement 
 

 1 Channel recording – Core i3, 10300 processor or above, 8 GB RAM, 500 GB Free space, Windows 10 Pro 

 5 Channel recording – Core i5, 10500 processor or above, 16 GB RAM, 1 TB Free space, Windows 10 Pro 

 10 Channel recording – Core i7, 10700 processor or above, 24 GB RAM, 2 TB Free space, Windows 10 Pro 
 


